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A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE OF THE SOUTHWEST

Lyle Saunders
Theo Crevenna

This bibliography, a service of the Inter-American section of the University of New Mexico's Research Bureau in the Social Sciences, attempts to list with as much completeness as time and resources permit current published materials dealing with the Southwest. The Southwest, as we define it in gathering items for inclusion here, includes all of New Mexico and Arizona, and parts of Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, Utah, and Nevada.

An asterisk before any book title indicates a review in this issue of the Quarterly Review; a dagger marks those titles contemplated for review in a future issue. The symbol (F) designates fiction.

Included here are mainly those items published between June 1 and August 31, 1943.

BOOKS


Elston, Allan Vaughan. Guns on the Cimarron. Philadelphia, Macrae-Smith, 1943. $3.00. Trip of Johnnie Cameron to Santa Fe, through Taos, in 1873.


†Harper, Allan G.; Cordova, Andrew R.; and Oberg, Kalervo. Man and Resources in the Middle Rio Grande Valley. Albuquerque, School of Inter-American Affairs, the University of New Mexico, 1943. $2.00.

PERIODICAL MATERIAL

AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING


Blanch, George T. and Stewart, Clyde E. Utilization of Irrigable Land in the Reservation Area of Uinta Basin, Utah. Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 304. Logan, March 1943.


Economic News for New Mexico Farmers. Monthly publication of New Mexico State College Extension Service.


New Mexico Stockman. Monthly publication of New Mexico Cattle Growers' Association, New Mexico Wool Growers' Association, and Southeastern New Mexico Grazing Association.
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Tolman, Bion. Sugar-Beet Seed Production in Southern Utah, with Special Reference to Factors Affecting Yield and Reproductive Development. USDA, Technical Bulletin 845. Washington, June 1943.


ANTHROPOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, AND SOCIOLGY


New Mexico Anthropologist. Quarterly publication of the Department of Anthropology, University of New Mexico.


Redman, Cpl. C. E. “Gallup Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial.” Bombsight, Aug. 1, 1943.


---. "Summer Art Program." Art Digest, 17:25, April 1943. At University of New Mexico.


Markham, Robert A. "A Resume of the Texas Music Project of the Federal Works Projects Administration." The Southwestern Musician, 9:8, May-June, 1943.


Southwestern Musician. Regular publication containing items of interest to musicians.


BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES


Berry, L. N. A Program for Rearing Healthier Chickens. New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Press Bulletin 971. State College, May 23, 1943.


Blair, Frank W. "Biological and Morphological Distinctness of a Previously Undescribed Species of the Peromyscus Truei Group from Texas." University of Michigan, Contributions from the Laboratory of Vertebrate Biology 24. Ann Arbor, July 1943.


Cheatum, Elmer; Fontaine, Pierre; and Longnecke, Mayne. Fish Culture in Northeastern and Central Texas. Southern Methodist University, Field and Laboratory, v. 11, No. 2. May 1943.
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Hayward, C. L. "Notes on the Status of the Red Crossbill in Utah." Auk, n.s., 60:276-78, April 1943.


Woodson, Weldon D. "How Dangerous Is the Gila Monster?" The Desert Magazine, 6:11-14, July 1943.

CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION


d'Autremon, Hubert H. More Data on the Colorado River Question. Tucson, the Author, 1943.


Van Sant, Joel N. "Earth-Filled Dam at Santa Fe, New Mexico." Civil Engineering, 13:366-69, Aug. 1943.

CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS


McWilliams, Jarey. "They Saved the Crops." Inter-American, 2:10-14, Aug. 1943. Imported Mexican nationals.


**NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW**


**EDUCATION**


Indian Education. Fortnightly field letter of the Education Division, U. S. Office of Indian Affairs.


*New Mexico Progress*. Monthly publication giving news of New Mexico School for the Deaf.


*Vocational News.* Monthly publication of New Mexico State Department of Vocational Education.

**FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL**


—. "State Capitals." Regular feature in *Oil and Gas Journal.*


*New Mexico Tax Bulletin.* Monthly publication of New Mexico Taxpayers' Association.


*The Southwestern Baker.* Monthly trade journal.

*Texas Business Review.* Monthly publication of Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas.


**FOLKLORE**


**GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES**


Smith, Howard M. and Huckabee, J. W., Jr. "Soil Survey Dimmit County, Texas." USDA, Bureau of Plant Industry in cooperation with Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Series 1938, no. 4. April 1943.


---

**HEALTH**
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New Mexico Tuberculosis Association. Annual Report April 1, 1942-March 31, 1943. Santa Fe, the Association, 1943.


HISTORICAL


Ogletree, D. W. "Establishing the Texas Court of Appeals, 1875-1876." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 47:5-18, July 1943.


MISCELLANEOUS


Indians at Work. Monthly publication of Office of Indian Affairs giving news of Southwestern Indians.


Nichols, Ed. S. "They Didn’t Shoot It Out." *Southwest Review*, 28:417-21, Summer 1943


*The Southwest Wind*. Monthly publication of New Mexico Highlands University.

*Sunset*. Monthly publication devoted to western houses, gardens, home hints, etc.


Taylor, R. L. "Dear Constituent: Go Fly a Kite; Oklahoma’s 72-Year-Old Junior Senator."

*Saturday Evening Post*, 216:9-10, July 17, 1943.
